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Study: Savings Possible by Shutting Down Nuclear Power
Plant
""study commiSSKlned by an anti-nuclear group says Pacmc Northwest ratepayers could sa 1e hun:rects of mil ions of do ars if the
8ocvlev-

e Power Aaninistration and Energy Nort:t'Mest dose the region's only commercia

nuclear power plant.
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PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - A new srudy says Pacific Northwest ratepayers could save
tuldreds of millions of dollars if the Bonneville Power Administration and Energy
Northwest cJose the region"s only commercial nuclear power plant and replace its output
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with renewable energy.

The Oregooan/Orf9onL;..., reports (http://bit.ly/2U7Z7q) that the Portland-based
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McCullough Research consulting firm estimated savings from $261.2 m illion to $530.7
million over 10 years due t o historically low renewable energy prices.

Case on Hold

The repon w as COOYnissioned by the a nti-nuclear group Physicians f or Social
Responsibility and is the latest sa!Yo against the aging plant.
Energy Northwest. a public utility consortili'Tl that operat es the plant, is criticizing the
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repon .
ft says saying the plant had set generating records in four of the past five years.
Bonnevine says the plant's power-generatilg capacity is critical when w ater conditions are
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